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AbstratIn a reent paper Hilken presents a generalisation of the adjuntion andduality between frames and topologial spaes to give a similar result whihapplies to a ertain lass of intuitionisti monomodal logis. This paper de-sribes a further generalisation of this result by extending the adjuntion andduality to polymodal languages. A labelled-relational spae is de�ned to be atopologial spae arrying a olletion of binary relations on the points anda polymodal frame is a frame with a orresponding olletion of pairs of op-erations, i and i , on the elements whih satisfy various axioms. Withthe appropriate de�nitions of morphisms both of these lasses beome at-egories and a ontravariant adjuntion is onstruted between them. Thisadjuntion then restrits to a duality between subategories in the image ofthe adjuntion.One this indexed generalisation has been ompleted the report proeedsto onsider how the labelled omponents of the spaes and of the frames anbe re-indexed. Two ovariant adjuntions are onstruted whih permit thisrelabelling.Composition of the various funtors and adjuntions whih have beenonstruted is onsidered and the Bek-Chevalley onditions are mentioned.
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Chapter 1Introdution
1.1 BakgroundThe study of lassial modal logi begins with the notions of neessity and possibility, andvarious other related ideas; for example, provability and onsisteny within some formalsystem of arithmeti or moral obligation and aeptability in the ase of deonti logi.The modal language is de�ned as an extension of the Boolean propositional languageand is obtained by adding a bath of new unary onnetives alled modalities, one foreah element i of some index set I. The elements of I are alled labels and I itself isalled the signature of the language. These new onnetives are used to represent thenew notions (neessity and possibility, or whatever else) and are usually referred to as thebox and diamond onnetives beause they are written as i and i . There are variousreasons for not limiting the modal language to having just one box and one diamond, animportant example being tense logi in whih one pair of modalities deals with the futureand another pair with the past. Indeed sometimes tense logis have two other pairs ofmodalities whih are used to desribe the immediate future and immediate past.Before the work of Kripke in the 1960s most researh in modal logi onsisted ofphilosophial arguments as to what axioms these modalities ought to satisfy and thelanguage was mainly monomodal, whih is to say that the signature was just a singletonset. Kripke's universal semantis, whih applies to all normal modal languages, transfersthese onsiderations to simple properties of binary relations by introduing a partiularkind of relational struture usually referred to as a transition system or a Kripke frame.These onsist of a set of `worlds' equipped with a olletion of binary relations, i�!, onefor eah label of the signature of the language. The powerset of eah relational struturehas a natural algebrai struture | the modal algebra | onto whih Kripke's semantisan be transferred without loss of any information. On the modal algebra the semantisfor the modalities is given byi (�) = fxj 8y : x i�! y ) y 2 �gi (�) = fxj 9y : x i�! y & y 2 �g: (1.1)2



Given an appropriate proof theory, it is well know that for many modal systems, (e.g.K, D, T, B, S4, S5 and so on) a ompleteness theorem an be proved. The soundnesstheorem makes good use of the modal algebra just mentioned and the adequay resultdemonstrates that the maximal onsistent sets of eah modal algebra have a naturalrelational struture. In fat, with the orret de�nitions of morphism both of these lassesbeome ategories, between whih there is a duality, (or ontravariant equivalene). It isthis important result whih lies behind the subjet of orrespondene theory | a modalalgebra satis�es some axiom if and only if the relational struture has some property. Inturn, it is the fat that there is suh a rih orrespondene theory that makes Kripke'ssemantis so useful and intuitively appealing. A full aount of this brief summary anbe found in [7℄.Intuitionisti modal logi is urrently in a similar state to that of its lassial oun-terpart before Kripke. There is no widely aepted semanti framework and neither isthere general agreement as to whih axioms ought to be satis�ed. Work has been donewhih attempts to fuse Kripke's semantis for modal logi with his similar semantis forintuitionisti logi, but in [2℄ Hilken opts for a di�erent approah. There he onentrateson the duality aspet mentioned above and sets about merging two dualities: that be-tween monomodal algebras and relational strutures (arrying a single relation) and thatbetween frames and topologial spaes. A detailed aount of this seond duality, whihlies behind many important results in lattie theory and topos theory, an be found in[3℄. Hilken ombines the semanti models of the modal logi by onsidering a set arryingboth a relation and a topology and, in line with the topologial semantis of intuitionistilogi, he interprets propositions as open sets in the new model. As the sets in (1.1) arein general not open, the interior of eah is taken as the new de�nition of and .This amounts to de�ning a pair of unary funtions on the frame of open sets of the spae.These new models an be pitured as putting a topology on the traditional set of worldsand the usual (Kripke) models an be reovered by using the disrete topology. Themain result of [2℄ is the onstrution of a ontravariant adjuntion between the ategoriesof relational spaes and modal frames whih demonstrates that modal frames are thealgebrai version of relational spaes in the same sense that unadorned frames are thealgebrai ounterpart of standard topologial spaes. This adjuntion then restrits to aduality between ertain subategories.The �rst big result of this paper is to extend this adjuntion to the polymodal aseand show that it again restrits to a duality between appropriate subategories. Havingprovided an indexed version of the adjuntion it is natural to onsider the question ofrelabelling both the relational spaes and the modal frames. In view of this, two moreadjuntions are presented whih allow for this relabelling. We end by onsidering howthese adjuntions �t together and briey onsider a few appliations to omputer siene.
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1.2 General Re-indexingThe move from onsidering single objets in a ategory to onsidering indexed familiesof objets is ommonplae in ategory theory and there are various ways of doing this.In the next few paragraphs we shall briey mention two of them.Suppose we are given some base ategory B (whih is often Set), then ertain funtorsF : A �! B an be used to provide a way of onsidering the objets A 2 A as indexedfamilies (Ai)i2I , whih are indexed by the objet I = FA from B. This approah toindexing leads to the theory of �brations. The usefulness of this theory is that when afuntor is a �bration, it provides the neessary onditions in whih arrows in the baseategory B (e.g. mappings between sets) an always be lifted to produe re-indexingarrows in A. More on �brations an be found in [8℄.Another way of dealing with indexed families is to move from a ategory A to theslie ategory A=X whose objets are arrows f : A �! X from A, all with odomain X,and whose arrows are the ommuting triangles h : f �! g as follows:A f
((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQh

��

XB g 66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmThis tehnique provides a way of keeping all the details of the indexing internal to theategory A, beause eah objet A an be thought of as the disjoint union of the f (x) forx 2 X. Re-indexing in this ontext amounts to a funtor between slies. Given an arrowf : X �! Y in A the funtor �f : A=X �! A=Y takes eah A=X objet g : A �! X tof Æ g and eah A=X arrow h : g �! g0 to h : f Æ g �! f Æ g0. All of this an be found in[6℄, together with further details about the theory of slie ategories.Although these methods of dealing with re-indexing are useful in some ontexts, theyare not used in this report. The main reason for this is that the indexed families whihwe shall enounter are atually essential failities of the objets of eah ategory andnot just indexed families of objets. This is an important di�erene and so our indexedfamilies are treated more informally. This will beome lear one the objets of our studyhave been de�ned in the next hapter.1.3 TerminologyTo �nish this hapter it is worth mentioning a few details about the terminology andnotation whih will be assumed in the ourse of this work. For our purposes a frame isa struture (A;6;^;_;>;?)4



where (A;6) is a partially ordered set (poset) whih is losed under �nite meets andarbitrary joins. This means that in eah frame there is unique top element and a uniquebottom element. These will, as usual, be denoted by > and ? respetively. Eah framealso satis�es the frame distributive law | for a 2 A and S � A we havea ^_S =_fa ^ sj s 2 Sg:As we shall later equip frames with more struture, from now on frames will be denotedas just (A;6). A frame morphism is a monotone map whih preserves �nite meets andall joins. Note that, as they are losed under arbitrary joins, frames are also losed underarbitrary meets (see [1℄). The distintion is that frame morphisms are not required topreserve arbitrary meets, only �nite ones. However, we shall make good use of the fatthat frames have the faility to form arbitrary meets in Chapter 3. In the literatureframes are also known as loales and omplete Heyting algebras. In terms of objetsthese terms all mean the same thing, but there are di�erenes between the orrespondingategories, so these other names will not rop up again.Finally, we shall not use the word `frame' in the ontext of `Kripke frame'; indeed thisis the last time that Kripke frames will be mentioned.1.4 NotationFollowing ommon pratie in ategory theory we write 1X for the identity arrow of theobjet X and also write 1 for the identity funtor. 2 is the two-element frame f? 6 >g.For a topologial spae X and S � X we write SÆ for the topologial interior and Sfor the losure of S. If f : X �! Y , then f is the inverse-image map of f . P isthe powerset operator. Parentheses are regarded as puntuation and so will be used, oromitted, for reasons of larity alone. Oasionally, for the sake of brevity, we shall usejust the name of the arrying set of the struture rather than listing all the details.
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Chapter 2The Extension to PolymodalLanguages
2.1 Labelled-Relational SpaesThe �rst step in the move to a polymodal language is to de�ne the basi onrete stru-tures that will onstitute the semanti side of the �rst adjuntion. These are no morethan topologial spaes furnished with a olletion of binary relations.De�nition. A labelled-relational spae (X; �; i�!) is a topologial spae (X; �) to-gether with a olletion of binary relations, i�!, on the points with i 2 I for some indexset I.De�nition. A ontinuous labelled-relational funtionf : (X; �; i�!) �! (Y; �; i�!)is a ontinuous funtion f : (X; �) �! (Y; �) suh that for eah label i 2 I we have8x8y(x i�! y ) fx i�! fy): (2.1)A ontinuous p-morphism is a ontinuous labelled-relational funtion suh thatfor eah i 2 I we have8x8y((fx i�! y & y 2 U 2 �)) 9x0(x i�! x0 & fx0 2 U)): (2.2)Usually a p-morphism is a funtion whih preserves relations and satis�es8x8y((fx i�! y)) 9x0(x i�! x0 & fx0 = y)); (2.3)but this is not what we have here. Instead, a ontinuous p-morphism satis�es a slightlyweaker ondition whih gets arbitrarily lose to satisfying (2.3) by taking U 3 y tobe arbitrarily small. Of ourse, if the topology is disrete then we regain the usualp-morphism ondition (2.3).Labelled-relational spaes and ontinuous p-morphisms form a ategory, whih willbe alled LRelSp. 6



2.2 Polymodal FramesIn the spirit of the duality between frames and topologial spaes, we wish to studythe algebrai nature of the open sets of a spae. The olletion of open sets forms aframe, but we also need some extra struture with whih the relations an be studied.This struture is a family of pairs of funtions on the frame, whose de�nition reets themodal viewpoint.De�nition. A polymodal frame (A;6; i ; i ) is a frame (A;6) together with pairsof monotone maps i ; i : A �! A whih, for eah label i of some index set I, satisfy> 6 i >i a ^ i b 6 i (a ^ b)i a ^ i b 6 i (a ^ b)i ? 6 ?: (2.4)De�nition. A polymodal frame morphismf : (A;6; i A; i A) �! (B;4; i B; i B)is a frame morphism f : (A;6)! (B;4) whih, for eah label i 2 I, satis�esf( i A a) 4 i Bf(a) (2.5)f( i Aa) 4 i Bf(a): (2.6)The objets and arrows of the seond ategory whih will be studied are the polymodalframes and polymodal frame morphisms. This ategory will be alled PMFrm. It is therelationship between these two ategories, LRelSp and PMFrm, that is studied in thishapter. We shall begin by proving two lemmas whose purpose is to de�ne the funtorto whih we shall later onstrut a right adjoint.Lemma 1. Let (X; �; i�!) be a labelled-relational spae. If the box and diamond opera-tions i ; i : � �! � are de�ned to bei (U) = fx 2 Xj8y 2 X(x i�! y ) y 2 U)gÆ (2.7)i (U) = fx 2 Xj9y 2 X(x i�! y & y 2 U)gÆ (2.8)then (�;�; i ; i ) is a polymodal frame.
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Proof. Eah of the four onditions of (2.4) follow by routine alulation.i X = fxj 8y 2 X(x i�! y ) y 2 X)gÆ = X:i U \ i V � fx 2 Xj8y 2 X(x i�! y ) y 2 (U \ V ))gÆ= i (U \ V ):i U \ i V � fx 2 Xj9y 2 X(x i�! y & y 2 (U \ V ))gÆ= i (U \ V ):i ; = fx 2 Xj9y 2 X(x i�! y & y 2 ;)gÆ = ;:Lemma 2. If f : (X; �; i�!) �! (Y; �; i�!) is a ontinuous p-morphism, then the inverse-image map f : (�;�; i Y ; i Y ) �! (�;�; i X ; i X) is a polymodal frame morphism.Proof. It is routine to see that f is a frame morphism, so we need only show that foreah i 2 I we have f ( i Y U) � i Xf (U) and f ( i YU) � i Xf (U).Fix i and let x 2 f ( i Y U) so that fx 2 i Y U . Now, if x i�! x0, then fx i�! fx0and so fx0 2 U , i.e. x0 2 f (U). Thus we have thatf ( i Y U) � fxj8x0(x i�! x0 ) x0 2 f (U))g:However f ( i YU) is open, so is a subset of i Xf (U).Fix i again and let x 2 f ( i YU) so that fx 2 i Y U . This means that there is somey for whih fx i�! y and so there is some x0 suh that x i�! x0, thus fx i�! fx0 whihmeans fx0 2 U , i.e. x0 2 f (U). Thus we have thatf ( i YU) � fxj9x0(x i�! x0 & x0 2 f (U))g:However f ( i Y U) is open, so is a subset of i Xf (U).The results of last two lemmas are worth reording learly as follows.Proposition 3. The map O : LRelSp �! PMFrm given byO(X; �; i�!) = (�;�; i ; i ) (2.9)Of = f (2.10)is a ontravariant funtor.
8



2.3 Polymodal Frame PointsIn the adjuntion between frames and topologial spaes, the spaes are reated from theframes by forming frame points. These have various haraterisations, all of whih areequivalent. A frame point of (A;6) an be represented as any of the following:� a ompletely prime �lter� a prinipal ideal� a frame morphism p : A �! 2:The details of the relationships between these gadgets an be found in [3℄.For our purposes the most useful of these haraterisations is the last one. However,as polymodal frames have more struture than plain frames, merely forming a spae offrame points does not give a spae with the right properties. As suh, taking inspirationfrom the monomodal ase, we de�ne a set of polymodal frame points. These onsist ofa frame point and indexed family of elements of the frame, one for eah i 2 I. As inthe monomodal ase, the frame point desribes whih open sets the point inhabits andeah element of the indexed family an be thought of as being the interior of the set ofunrelated points for the relation orresponding the that label.De�nition. Let (A;6; i ; i ) be a polymodal frame. A pre-point of this frame is apair (p;A) where p : A �! 2 is a frame point and A = fai j i 2 Ig is an indexed familyof elements of A, one for eah label i, whih satis�esp( i ai) = 0 (2.11)for eah i 2 I.Now let us de�ne the i-projetion of eah pre-point (p;A) to be the pair (p; ai). (Hereai is learly the ith element of the indexed family A.) We shall say that two i-projetionsare related, (p; ai)Si (q; bi) if and only ifq(ai) = 0 (2.12)8 2 A: p( i ) 6 q(): (2.13)The Si relations allow us to de�ne a bath of indued binary relations, Ri, on thepre-points themselves by saying that two pre-points are i-related, (p;A)Ri (q;B), if andonly if their i-projetions are Si related.Note that although the i-projetions are alled projetions, we shall not onsider anyprojetion maps. The name is used only to give an instant piture of whih of the indexedfamily of elements is important for eah relation.De�nition. The set of polymodal frame points PA is the largest set P of pre-pointswhih satis�es (p;A) 2 P if and only if(p;A) 2 P &  66 ai =) 9(q;B) 2 P: (p;A)RAi (q;B) & q() = 1: (2.14)9



Condition (2.14) aptures the property that eah ai is the interior of the set of i-unrelated points. The relations on the polymodal frame points are just the RAi , so wenow only need give the topology.De�nition. The unit �A : A �! P(PA) is de�ned as�A(b) = f(p;A) 2 PAj p(b) = 1g: (2.15)The topology �A on PA is the image of �A.Lemma 4. The image of �A is a topology.Proof. This is a standard result, whih, by the de�nition of �A, depends only on theframe point of eah polymodal frame point. There is a proof in [3℄ that the image of �Ais losed under arbitrary unions, so below is the ompletely analogous proof for binaryintersetions. p 2 �A(b) \ �A() () p(b) = 1 and p() = 1() p(b ^ ) = 1() p 2 �A(b ^ ):Lemma 5 (Unit on the frame side). The unit�A : (A;6; i ; i ) �! (�A;�; i RA ; i RA) (2.16)is a polymodal frame morphism.Proof. That �A is a frame morphism is standard, so we need only hek (2.5) and (2.6).Fix some label i and let (p;A) 2 �A( i ), so that p( i ) = 1. If (p;A)RAi (q;B)then q() > p( i ) = 1 and so (q;B) 2 �A(). Therefore we have that�A( i ) � fxj 8y(xRAi y ) y 2 �A())g;but �A( i ) is open, thus �A( i ) � i RA �A().Fix i again and let (p;A) 2 �A( i ), so that p( i ) = 1. Then  66 ai, so by (2.14)there is some (q;B) suh that (p;A)RAi (q;B) and q() = 1, whih means (q;B) 2 �A().Therefore �A( i ) � fxj 9y(xRAi y & y 2 �A())g;but �A( i ) is open and so �A( i ) � i RA:
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2.4 The AdjuntionThis setion is devoted to the proof of the ontravariant adjuntion between the at-egories that have been introdued. Most of the results are ahieved by making theneessary adjustments to the proofs presented in [2℄ so that they now ope with the in-dexed omponents of the objets in the two ategories. We begin by de�ning the objetassignment of the proposed right adjoint.Theorem 1. The map (A;6; i ; i ) 7�! (PA; �A; RAi ) is the objet part of a ontravari-ant funtor, adjoint to O on the right, with unit �A on the frame side.We begin the proof of this result by de�ning the arrows whih arise from the universalproperty.De�nition. Let (A;6; i A; i A) be a polymodal frame, (X; �; i�!) a labelled-relationalspae and f : (A;6; i A; i A) �! (�;�; i !; i !) a polymodal frame morphism.De�ne f ℄ : X �! PA byf ℄(x) = (px;Ax) where px(b) = 1 i� x 2 f(b)axi =_f 2 Aj 8y 2 f() : x 6 i�! yg (2.17)The next three lemmas will show that (px;Ax) is a polymodal frame point.Lemma 6. For all x 2 X, f ℄(x) is a pre-point.Proof. Fix i. If px( i Aaxi ) = 1, then x 2 f( i Aaxi ) � i !f(axi ) so there is some y 2 Xsuh that x i�! y and y 2 f(axi ). Howeverf(axi ) =[ff()j 8y 2 f() : x 6 i�! yg;whih ontradits x i�! y and so we onlude that px( i Aaxi ) = 0.Lemma 7. For eah label i, if x; y 2 X are suh that x i�! y then f ℄(x)RAi f ℄(y).Proof. Fix i. If py(axi ) = 1 then y 2 f(axi ) = Sff()j 8y0 2 f() : x 6 i�! y0g ontraditingx i�! y and so py(axi ) = 0.If px( i A b) = 1 then x 2 f i A b � i !f(b), thus y 2 f(b) i.e. py(b) = 1 and sopx( i A b) 6 py(b).Lemma 8. If x 2 X then f ℄(x) 2 PA.Proof. Let P = ff ℄(x0)j x0 2 Xg. We shall show that P satis�es (2.14) and so f(x) 2P � PA. If (px;Ax) 2 P and b 66 axi = Wfj 8y 2 f() : x 6 i�! yg then there's somey 2 f(b) suh that x i�! y. But then if we let (py; ayi ) = f ℄(y), we have py(b) = 1 and(px; axi ) RAi (py; ayi ) by Lemma 7. 11



Lemma 7 shows that f ℄ preserves the relations; to show that it is a ontinuous p-morphism we need to show ontinuity and property (2.2).Lemma 9. For all a 2 A, (f ℄) (�A(a)) = f(a) and so f ℄ is ontinuous.Proof. x 2 (f ℄) (�A(a)) i� f ℄(x) 2 �A(a) i� px(a) = 1 i� x 2 f(a) and so the resultfollows.Lemma 10. If x 2 X and (p;A) 2 �A(b) 2 �A is suh that f ℄(x) RAi (p;A) then thereexists y 2 X suh that x i�! y and f ℄(y) 2 �A(b).Proof. As p(axi ) = 0 and p(b) = 1 we have b 66 axi = Wfj 8y 2 f() : x 6 i�! yg, and so thereis some y 2 f(b) with x i�! y. Now, by Lemma 9, f ℄(y) 2 �A(b).To �nish the proof of the adjuntion we now only have to show that f ℄ is the uniquearrow with the required property.Lemma 11. If g : (X; �; i�!) �! (PA; �A; RAi ) satis�es g �A = f , then g = f ℄.Proof. For all x 2 X let (qx;Bx) = g(x); we shall prove that qx = px and Bx = Ax.px() = 1 i� x 2 f() i� x 2 g �A() i� g(x) 2 �A() i� qx() = 1 and so we haveshown px = qx.If axi 66 bxi then (from the de�nition of axi ) there is some  66 bxi suh that for all y 2 f()we have x 6 i�! y. Sine (qx;Bx) 2 PA there is (q;B) 2 PA suh that (qx;Bx)RAi (q;B) andq() = 1, i.e. (q;B) 2 �A(). Now, as g satis�es ondition (2.2), there is some y suh thatx i�! y and g(y) 2 �A() whih is to say y 2 f(). Contradition, so axi 6 bxi .If bxi 66 axi then there is some y 2 f(bxi ) suh that x i�! y. Then g(x)RAi g(y) and soqy(bxi ) = 0 i.e. y =2 f(bxi ) and this is again a ontradition, so bxi 6 axi .This ompletes the proof of Theorem 1. To �nish this setion we present expliitlythe arrow assignment of the ontravariant funtor from polymodal frames to labelled-relational spaes and give the topologial unit.Corollary 12. The funtor T : PMFrm �! LRelSp; right adjoint to O; is de�ned onarrows f : A �! B byT (f)(p; faij i 2 Ig) = (p Æ f; f_fbj f(b) 6 aig j i 2 Ig):The topologial unit  of the adjuntion is de�ned by X(x) = (px; faxi j i 2 Ig) where px(U) = 1 i� x 2 Uaxi = fyj x 6RAi ygÆ: (2.18)
12



2.5 Duality TheoremIf we onsider a labelled-relational spae, apply O to take its polymodal frame of opensets, then apply T to onvert this frame bak into a spae we might not end up with aspae whih is isomorphi to the one with whih we started. Similarly, if we start with apolymodal frame, onstrut its spae of polymodal frame points, then take the frame ofopen sets, the resulting frame may not be isomorphi to the original one. It is thereforeuseful to know under what onditions we do have isomorphisms; i.e. when are the unitsare iso? The next two propositions will show that �A is iso when A is (isomorphi to)the frame of opens of a labelled-relational spae and  X is iso when X is (isomorphito) the spae of polymodal frame points of a frame. It is useful to have names for thesesituations, so we begin with a de�nition.De�nition. A polymodal frame A is modally spatial if �A is an isomorphism. Alabelled-relational spae X is modally loali if  X is an isomorphism.Proposition 13. If X is a labelled-relational spae, then O(X) is modally spatial.Proof. As the topology on T (A) is the image of �A, �A is therefore surjetive and so isepi in LRelSp. By the triangle identities �O(X) is split moni. Hene, �A is iso.Proposition 14. If A is a polymodal frame, then T (A) is modally loali.Proof. By the triangle identities we have that T (�A) Æ  T (A) = 1T (A); it remains to showthat  T (A) Æ T (�A) = 1T OT (A).Let (p;U) 2 T OT (A) and letx = F(�A)(p;U) = (p Æ �A; f_faj�A(a) � Uigj i 2 Ig)so that  X(x) = (px; faxi j i 2 Ig) as in (2.18).px Æ �A(a) = 1 i� x 2 �A(a) i� p Æ �A(a) = 1, so px = p.�A(i) � Ui i� a 6 Wfaj�A(a) � Uig, and so�A(a) � axi () �A(a) � fyj x 6RAi yg() 8(q;B) 2 PA(xRAi (q;B)) q(a) = 0):If a 6 Wfaj�A(a) � Uig and xRAi (q;B) then q(Wfaj�A(a) � Uig) = 0 so q(a) = 0.Therefore Ui � axi .If a 66 Wfaj�A(a) � Uig then, by (2.14), there is some (q;B) 2 PA suh thatxRAi (q;B) and q(a) = 1. Therefore axi � Ui.Before reahing the end of this hapter, a few aspets of this result should be men-tioned. When the set of labels is empty, the objets of our study beome merely plaintopologial spaes and frames. It is therefore not surprising that the adjuntion andduality redue to the well known equivalene result between the ategories of topologialspaes and frames that was mentioned in the introdution. Also, when the index set I is13



just a singleton we reover the adjuntion and duality of [2℄, so the work done here is agenuine extension of both of these previous results.In setion 3.1.1 there is a desription of the terminal objet in the ategory LRelSpof labelled-relational spaes. It turns out that the size of the set of labels plays anintegral part in determining what this objet is. As will beome apparent, the terminalobjet in this ategory is non-trivial and this fat has some interesting onsequenes.In partiular, onsiderations of the terminal objet often prove to be very useful andoften provide insight into the existene or non-existene of ertain funtors and naturaltransformations.
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Chapter 3Changing the Set of LabelsSo far we have been onsidering the ategories LRelSp and PMFrm of labelled-relationalspaes and polymodal frames whose labelled omponents range over some �xed set I. Inthis hapter we turn our attention to the question of how spaes and frames labelled byelements one set an be altered so that the labels now belong to some di�erent set. To �xsome notation we write LRelSp=I and PMFrm=I to signify that the labelled omponentsof the objets in eah ategory are indexed by the set I.This hapter ontains the other two main results of the report | two new adjuntionsare presented whih give the relabelling of both ategories.3.1 Relabelling the SpaesSuppose we have a funtion r : I �! Jbetween two sets I and J . This determines a ovariant funtorF : LRelSp=J �! LRelSp=Iwhih ats on objets as(X; �; ( j�! j j 2 J)) 7�! (X; �; ( ri�! j i 2 I))and on arrows as f 7�! f:To keep the results as general as possible, no restritions are plaed on the relabellingfuntion. However, in Chapter 4, we shall see that if it is restrited in a ertain way, thenthe adjuntions whih relabel the spaes and the frames �t together very well with theadjuntion of the previous hapter.The next two subsetions demonstrate that F does not have a left adjoint, but doeshave a right adjoint. 15



3.1.1 Non-Existene of a Left AdjointThe easiest way to see why there annot be a left adjoint for F is to onsider the terminalobjet in LRelSp=J . We an give a snappy desription of this as follows:� The arrying set is P(J).� The topology on P(J) is the indisrete topology.� For X; Y 2 P(J), we have X j�! Y if and only if j 2 X.If F were a right adjoint then it would preserve the terminal objet. As, in general,we wish to onsider arbitrary sets I and J and an arbitrary funtion r : I �! J , Fannot guarantee to preserve this. For example, if I and J have di�erent ardinalitiesthen, beause F preserves the arrying set of a spae, the image of the terminal objetfrom LRelSp=J is not the terminal objet of LRelSp=I. Even if I and J do have the samesize, unless we make some other restrition on r (suh as being bijetive, whih is muhtoo strong to be useful), F will not preserve the terminal objet.3.1.2 Constrution of the Right AdjointWith the onsiderations of the terminal objet in mind, it is lear that the objet as-signment of any possible right adjoint for F must hange the arrying set of the spae.As suh the avour of the following onstrution is similar to that of the adjuntion pre-sented in Chapter 2. We �rst de�ne a set of pre-points whih will onsist of ertain pairs,then restrit this set in suh a way that the remaining pre-points will be the elements ofthe new arrying set. The right adjoint to F will be alled G.De�nition. Let (X; �; ( i�! j i 2 I)) be a labelled-relational spae. A pre-point of(X; �; ( i�! j i 2 I)) is a pair (x; C) where x 2 X and C = fCjj j 2 Jg is an indexed familyof losed subsets of X, one for eah element of J .Again there is the notion of the j-projetion of eah pre-point whih is the pair(x; Cj). Two j-projetions are related, (x; Cj) Rj (y;Dj) if and only if8i : ri = j : x i�! y (3.1)y 2 Cj (3.2)Two pre-points are j-related, (x; C) j�! (y;D), if and only if their j-projetions are Rirelated.De�nition. The arrying set X, reated by G, is the largest set Q of pre-points whihsatis�es the following two onditions:(x; C) 2 Q & Cj \ U 6= ; =) 9(y;D) 2 Q: (x; C) j�! (y;D) & y 2 U: (3.3)8i 2 I : 8y 2 X : x i�! y =) y 2 Cri (3.4)where U 2 � . 16



When j 2 r(I) the onditions (3.3) and (3.4) apture the property that Cj is thelosure of the set of i-related points over all the relations with ri = j.To omplete the objet assignment we just need to give the new topology.De�nition. The topology, � 0, on X is reated from the topology � on X as follows. Wetake eah U 2 � and set U 0 2 � 0 to beU 0 = f(x; C) 2 X j x 2 Ug: (3.5)Before embarking on the main result of this setion we de�ne the ounit of the ad-juntion and show that its omponents are arrows in LRelSp=I.De�nition. The ounit "X : (X; � 0 ; ( ri�! j i 2 I)) �! (X; �; ( i�! j i 2 I)) is given by"X(x; C) = x: (3.6)Lemma 15. The omponents of " are ontinuous p-morphisms in LRelSp=I.Proof. By the de�nition of the topology on X it is lear that the omponents of " areontinuous, therefore it remains to hek (2.1) and (2.2). If (x; C) ri�! (y;D) then by(3.1) x i�! y. Finally, if "(x; C) = x i�! y 2 U 2 � then by (3.3) and (3.4) y 2 Cri \ Uand so there is some (x0; C 0) suh that (x; C) i�! (x0; C 0) and x0 2 U .We are now equipped with enough information to begin the proof of the adjuntionwhih allows for the relabelling of the spaes. This is formalised as follows.Theorem 2. The map (X; �; ( i�! j i 2 I)) 7�! (X; � 0 ; ( j�! j j 2 J)) is the objet part of aovariant funtor, G, whih is right adjoint to F.Again the �rst step in the proof of this result is to de�ne the arrows whih arise fromthe universal property.De�nition. Let (X; �; ( j�! j j 2 J)) be a labelled-relational spae from LRelSp=J and let(Y; �; ( i�! j i 2 I)) be from LRelSp=I. Also letf : (X; �; ( ri�! j i 2 I)) �! (Y; �; ( i�! j i 2 I))be a ontinuous p-morphism.De�ne f ℄ : (X; �; ( j�! j j 2 J)) �! (Y; �0; ( j�! j j 2 J)) byf ℄(x) = (fx; fCj j j 2 Jg) where Cj = fyj fx i�! y & ri = jg (3.7)Certainly f ℄(x) is a pre-point, so we have to show that it is also an element of Yand that f ℄ is indeed a ontinuous p-morphism. These results are the subjets of thefollowing lemmas. 17



Lemma 16. If x 2 X then f ℄(x) 2 Y.Proof. To prove this result, f ℄(x) must satisfy (3.3) and (3.4). If Cj \ U 6= ; thenfyj fx i�! y & ri = jg \ U 6= ;. Therefore, as f is a ontinuous p-morphism there is x0suh that x i�! x0 and fx0 2 U . As the relation x i�! x0 holds in FX, all the relations i�!with ri = j are the same and so we an onlude that f ℄(x) j�! (fx0;D) = f ℄(x0). (3.4)is automatially ful�lled by the de�nition of f ℄.Lemma 17. f ℄ is ontinuous.Proof. x 2 (f ℄) (U 0) i� f ℄(x) 2 U 0 i� f(x) 2 U i� x 2 f (U). As f is ontinuous,f (U) is open and therefore (f ℄) (U 0) is open too.Lemma 18. If x; y 2 X are suh that x j�! y then f ℄(x) j�! f ℄(y).Proof. Suppose f ℄(x) = (fx; fCjj j 2 Jg). If x j�! y then, onsidering these relationsin FX, we have that for all i suh that ri = j, x i�! y. Hene, as f is a ontinuous p-morphism, fx i�! fy for all i with ri = j and so fy 2 Cj whih means f ℄(x) j�! f ℄(y).Lemma 19. If x 2 X and f ℄(x) j�! (y;D) 2 U 0 2 � 0, then there exists z 2 X suh thatx j�! z and f ℄(z) 2 U 0.Proof. If x 2 X and f ℄(x) j�! (y;D) 2 U 0 then, by the de�nition of j�!, y 2 Cj and foreah i with ri = j, fx i�! y. Thus, for eah i with ri = j, there exists some zi suh thatx i�! zi. However, as these relations hold in FX, all the i�! with ri = j are the same andso we may hoose any of the zi to be the required z in the statement of the lemma.Finally we need to show that f ℄ is the unique arrow with the required properties.Lemma 20. If g : (X; �; ( j�! j j 2 J)) �! (Y; �0; ( j�! j j 2 J)) satis�es the ondition"Y Æ Fg = f then g = f ℄.Proof. Suppose f ℄(x) = (fx; C) and g(x) = (�;�). As "Y just returns the �rst omponentof the pair, by the property of g mentioned above, we must have that � = fx.Now, by (3.4), fzj � i�! z & ri = jg � j and so fzj � i�! z & ri = jg � j = jsine j is losed. Thus Cj � j.Conversely, if j 6� Cj, then j\(XnCj) 6= ; and (XnCj) is open. As this intersetionis non-empty, there exists some (�;�) suh that (�;�) j�! (�;�), but this means that� i�! � for all i with ri = j, and � 2 (X nCj). This is a ontradition sine, by de�nition,� 2 Cj. Hene j � Cj.This ompletes the proof of Theorem 2, so we have shown that F a G. To �nish thissetion it is worth reording expliitly the arrow assignment of G and the unit of theadjuntion. 18



Corollary 21. The funtor G : LRelSp=I �! LRelSp=J ats on arrows f : X �! Y asG(f)(x; C) = �fx ; fy j fx i�! y & ri = jg� :The unit, �, of the adjuntion is given by�A(x) = (x; fCjj j 2 Jg) where Cj = fyj x j�! yg: (3.8)3.2 Relabelling the FramesThe relabelling funtion r : I �! J , between the two sets I and J from the previoussetion also determines an analogue of the funtor F, this time between the algebraiategories. We de�ne F : PMFrm=J �! PMFrm=Iwhih ats on objets as(A;6; ( j ; j j j 2 J)) 7�! (A;6; ( ri ; ri j i 2 I))and on arrows as f 7�! f:In this setion we shall onstrut a right adjoint for F and give this adjuntion. Inontrast to the two previous adjuntions, this one is best desribed by beginning with anexpliit de�nition of the right adjoint.The funtor G : PMFrm=I �! PMFrm=J;whih is right adjoint to F is de�ned to at on objets as(A;6; ( i ; i j i 2 I)) 7�! (A;6; ( j 0; j 0j j 2 J))and on arrows as f 7�! f:The box and diamond operations are given byj 0a = î f i aj ri = jg (3.9)j 0a = î f i aj ri = jg (3.10)with the exeption that j 0? = ? when j =2 r(I). The next two lemmas will show thatG is a (ovariant) funtor. 19



Lemma 22. The funtions j 0 and j 0 are monotone.Proof. If a 6 b then, for all labels i 2 I, i a 6 i b and so j 0a 6 j 0b. Similarly forj 0.Lemma 23. The funtions j 0 and j 0 satisfy the onditions of (2.4).Proof. For all labels i, > 6 i > and so ertainly > 6 j 0>.j 0a ^ j 0b = î f i a j ri = jg ^ k̂ f k b j rk = jg= î f i a ^ k̂ f k bj rk = jg j ri = jg= î;k f i a ^ k bj ri = rk = jg6 î f i a ^ i bj ri = jg6 î f i (a ^ b)j ri = jg= j 0(a ^ b):j 0a ^ j 0b = î f i a j ri = jg ^ k̂ f k b j rk = jg= î f i a ^ k̂ f k bj rk = jg j ri = jg= î;k f i a ^ k bj ri = rk = jg6 î f i a ^ i bj ri = jg6 î f i (a ^ b)j ri = jg= j 0(a ^ b):Finally, sine i ? 6 ? for eah i, we have j 0? 6 ?.With the knowledge that G really is a funtor we proeed to the relabelling of theframes, whih is formalised as follows.Theorem 3. There is a ovariant adjuntion between PMFrm=J and PMFrm=I with Gright adjoint to F .To prove this we shall exhibit the unit, � : 1 �! GF , and ounit, " : FG �! 1, of theadjuntion and show that these are natural transformations whih satisfy the requiredidentities. 20



De�nition. The underlying funtions for the unit�A : (A;6; ( j ; j j j 2 J)) �! (A;6; ( j 0; j 0j j 2 J))and ounit "A : (A;6; ( ri 0; ri 0j i 2 I)) �! (A;6; ( i ; i j i 2 I))are both given by the identity map a 7�! a.Lemma 24. The omponents of � are arrows in PMFrm=J.Proof. �A is learly a frame morphism, so we need only hek onditions (2.5) and (2.6),i.e. that j a 6 j 0a and j a 6 j 0a for all a 2 A. Both of these follow immediately,beause for j 2 r(I), j = j 0 and j = j 0.Lemma 25. The omponents of " are arrows in PMFrm=I.Proof. Similarly, "A is obviously a frame morphism, so we just have to hek (2.5) and(2.6) i.e. that ri 0a 6 i a and ri 0a 6 i a for all a 2 A. These again follow immediately,by the de�nitions of ri 0 and ri 0 as meets.Lemma 26. � and " are natural transformations.Proof. This follows beause the underlying funtions of the unit and ounit are both theidentity map and so the two diagrams below easily ommute.(A;6; ( j ; j j j 2 J)) �A //f
��

(A;6; ( j 0; j 0j j 2 J))f
��(B;4; ( j ; j j j 2 J)) �B // (B;4; ( j 0; j 0j j 2 J))

(A;6; ( ri 0; ri 0j i 2 I)) "A //f
��

(A;6; ( i ; i j i 2 I))f
��(B;4; ( ri 0; ri 0j i 2 I)) "B // (B;4; ( i ; i j i 2 I))21



Lemma 27. � and " satisfy the triangle identities:FA F(�A) //1FA
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GBProof. Suppose A and B are polymodal frames from the appropriate ategories, then thisresult follows almost immediately, beause "FA and F(�A) are both the identity arrow ofFA. Similarly, G("B) and �GB are both the identity arrow of GB.This brings us to the end of the proof of the ovariant adjuntion F a G.
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Chapter 4CompositionArmed with the battery of results from the previous two hapters, it is now natural to askhow they �t together. In this hapter we shall onsider how the various gadgets whihhave been introdued ompose. We begin by onsidering how the re-labelling funtors Fand F of Chapter 3 ompose with the funtors O and T from Chapter 2, then proeedto see how the adjuntions themselves �t together. Finally we shall onsider how twodi�erent relabelling funtions, r : I �! J and s : K �! J , with a ommon odomaininterat with eah other by onsidering whether or not the appropriate Bek-ChevalleyConditions hold.4.1 The FuntorsIn this setion we are onerned with the interation between the funtors F and Fwhih do the relabelling and the funtors O and T whih provide the transition betweenlabelled-relational spaes and polymodal frames. In partiular, we ask whether or noteither of the following two squares ommute.LRelSp=J F //O
��

LRelSp=IO0
��PMFrm=J F // PMFrm=I

LRelSp=J F // LRelSp=I
PMFrm=J F //

T OO

PMFrm=IT 0OO

It turns out that the diagram on the left does ommute. The reasons for this are thatF does not hange the topology of the spae, therefore the underlying frame produed byO and O0 is the same. Also, as both F and F essentially `opy aross' the labelled om-ponents, the box and diamond operations on the resulting polymodal frame in PMFrm=Iare indued from the same relations. 23



Sadly, life is not so simple when it omes to the diagram on the right. This squaredoes not ommute. The reason for this is similar to the explanation as to why F doesnot have a left adjoint. To see why this diagram does not ommute, it is worth reallinghow polymodal frame points are reated. Remember that the seond omponent of eahpolymodal frame point is an indexed family of elements of the frame, one for eah memberof the appropriate labelling set. These families an therefore be thought of as (possiblyin�nite) tuples, indeed in the example below we shall display them as suh. If I andJ have di�erent ardinalities, then the tuples reated by T and T 0 will be of di�erentlengths. Thus the arrying set reated by T will be di�erent from that reated by T 0 ÆF .Even if I and J do have the same ardinality, it is possible to de�ne a polymodal framein PMFrm=J and a re-labelling funtion r : I �! J suh that when applied to this frameF Æ T 6= T 0 Æ F . Moreover, there is not even a natural isomorphism between the images.Example 1. Let 3 be the 3-element frame f? 6 ? 6 >g and onsider the polymodalframe (3;6; a ; a ; b ; b ) from the ategory PMFrm=fa; bg wherea x = x b x = xa x = x b > = >b ? = >b ? = ?and the re-labelling funtion r : f�; �g �! fa; bg is given by r(x) = b.In this example I = f�; �g and J = fa; bg. For this frame, the two possible framepoints are determined by their behaviour on the element ?, so let p> denote the framepoint with p>(?) = ? and p? denote the frame point with p?(?) = >.When T is applied to this frame it produes three polymodal frame points, namely(p>; ?;?), (p>;?;?) and (p?;?;?). However, when T 0 ÆF is applied to it there are onlytwo polymodal frame points, this time just (p>;?;?) and (p?;?;?).(Using the idea of viewing the indexed family in eah polymodal frame point as a tuple,in eah of these triples the �rst omponent is the frame point, the middle omponent is theelement orresponding to the label � and the last omponent is the element orrespondingto the label �.)This shows that r must be at least injetive (and so bijetive for �nite I and J) ifthere is to be any hane of the square ommuting. This requirement is again too strongto be worth adopting.
24



4.2 The AdjuntionsIn this setion we onsider how the adjuntions from the previous hapters �t together.The situation an be pitured as follows.LRelSp=J //

��

LRelSp=Ioo

��PMFrm=J
OO

// PMFrm=I
OO

ooIt is well known that adjuntions ompose, but to do this we need to be sure whihfuntor in eah adjuntion is the left adjoint and whih is the right adjoint. It is thereforeworth untwisting the ontravariane of the vertial sides in the square above. We ahievethis by taking the opposites of the algebrai ategories. This yields the following square.(The subsripts are used merely to tag whih funtors are the left and right adjoints.)LRelSp=J Fl //Ol
��

LRelSp=IGroo O0l
��(PMFrm=J)opTr OO

Fr // (PMFrm=I)opT 0r OO

Gloo

(4.1)
Note that in doing this the omponents of the adjuntion between the (opposites ofthe) ategories of polymodal frames swith their rôles as left and right adjoints.The only way to ompose the sides of this square so that the omposition will also bean adjuntion is to ompose the top, right and bottom sides to give GÆO0ÆF a GÆT 0ÆF .So how does this new adjuntion ompare with O a T whih onstitutes the left sideof the square? The easiest way to answer this question is to see what happens whenG Æ O0 Æ F is applied to an objet from LRelSp=J and ompare this with the result ofapplying just O to the same objet. Given (X; �; ( j�! j j 2 J)) the omposite path gives(X; �; ( j�! j j 2 J)) F // (X; �; ( ri�! j i 2 I))O0

��(�;�; ( j 0; j 0j j 2 J)) (�;�; ( ri ; ri j i 2 I))Goo 25



and the image under O is just the usual (�;�; ( j ; j j j 2 J)). Clearly the underlyingframe is the same, but what about the boxes and diamonds? Do we have j 0 = j andj 0 = j ? The situation is (almost1) the same for both, so we need only onsider theboxes.If j 2 r(I) then j = j 0, beause when G takes meets to form eah new box all thei with ri = j are the same. This, in turn, is due to the opying nature of F. However,when j =2 r(I) the boxes reated by O and by G ÆO0 ÆF are di�erent. The reason for thisis that F loses all of the information about the relations whose labels are elements of Jthat are not in the image of r. Thus when G reates those boxes whose labels are not inthe image of r it takes the default option of giving the empty meet.In the opening setion of the previous hapter I said that if we restrited r in someway then the adjuntions would �t together partiularly well. It should now be learwhat this restrition is.Proposition 28. If r is surjetive then both O and G Æ O0 Æ F are the same funtor,with right adjoint given by either T or G Æ T 0 Æ F .Proof. The disussion above should suÆe as justi�ation and the last statement followsbeause any two right adjoints to a given funtor are naturally isomorphi.Thus, when r is surjetive, the adjuntions forming the square (4.1) ommute exatlyin the only way they an.4.3 Bek-Chevalley ConditionsSuppose now that we are given two relabelling funtions r : I �! J and s : K �! J .Viewing this situation in Set we an form the pullbak of these two arrows as follows:L �0 //�
��

Ks
��I r // J

(4.2)
where L = f(i; k) 2 I �Kj r(i) = s(k)g and �; �0 are the obvious projetions.The funtions in this diagram an be used to give the relabelling whih underlieseah of the funtors from Chapter 3. Therefore it is worth asking if this pullbak liftsto a ertain ommuting square of funtors between the spatial or between the algebraiategories.1Remember the minor exeption that when j =2 r(I), the diamond operations reated by G satisfyj 0? = ?. 26



4.3.1 The Spatial CategoriesThe question here is whether or not the following square ommutes:LRelSp=L G�0 // LRelSp=K
LRelSp=IF� OO

Gr // LRelSp=JFsOO
(4.3)

In general this diagram does not ommute, even up to isomorphism and it is easy togive an example to illustrate this.Example 2. Let the sets of labels beI = f1g J = f1; 2g K = f1; 2; 3gand let the relabelling funtions, r : I �! J and s : K �! J , be given byr(1) = 1 s(1) = 1 s(2) = s(3) = 2:This means that L is just the singleton set f(1; 1)g.Now onsider what happens to the terminal objet in LRelSp=I as it is mapped alongthe two paths around the square (4.3). First the path Fs ÆGr. As Gr is a right adjointit preserves the terminal objet and so, as Fs does not hange the underlying topologialspae, the arrying set produed under Fs Æ Gr has 4 = jP(J)j elements. Now for thepath G�0 Æ F�. In this ase F� is just the identity funtor, so applying G�0 Æ F� to theterminal objet of LRelSp=I yields the terminal objet in LRelSp=K, the arrying set ofwhih has 8 = jP(K)j elements. Thus there is no hope of an isomorphism.However, we an say something about the funtors whih form the two paths aroundthe square (4.3). Under FsÆGr the arrying set of the image of eah objet from LRelSp=Ionsists of ertain pairs (x; fCj j j 2 Jg), whereas under G�0 Æ F� the pairs are of theform (x; fCk j k 2 Kg). This means that there is some redundany in the points of thespae formed under Fs Æ Gr. The next two propositions show that there is a naturaltransformation between the omposite funtors whih form the two paths around (4.3)in one diretion, but not in the other.Proposition 29. The map � : Fs ÆGr �! G�0 Æ F� given by(x; fCj j j 2 Jg) 7�! (x; fCs(k) j k 2 Kg)on the arrying set of the spae de�nes a natural transformation.27



Proof. A diagram hase around (4.3) shows that those losed sets indexed by elementsof J that are not in the image of s play no part in de�ning the relations that hold inLRelSp/K under Fs ÆGr. Also, the indexed families are not used in the de�nition of thetopology of the spae reated under either path around the square. Thus in removingthose losed sets that are indexed by j =2 s(K) the only information that is lost wouldnot have been used anyway. To ensure that the following square ommutes,(Fs ÆGr)X �X //f
��

(G�0 Æ F�)Xf
��(Fs ÆGr)Y �Y // (G�0 Æ F�)Ywe need only observe that � is essentially just an identity map with the additional propertythat it removes the unneessary failities of the points.Proposition 30. There is no natural transformation in the other diretion, from G�0ÆF�to Fs ÆGr.Proof. This follows from a further onsideration of Example 2 above. Given the terminalobjet T in LRelSp=I, its image under G�0 Æ F� ontains a point, x, that is related to allthe other points (and itself) by 2�! and is not related to anything by any other relation.However, in the image of T under Fs ÆGr any point that is related to others by 2�! is alsorelated to them by 3�!. Condition (2.2) therefore proves that there is no suh naturaltransformation from G�0 ÆF� to Fs ÆGr. For, suppose � were suh a transformation, thenbeause � preserves the relations, �(x) 2�! �(y) and so �(x) 3�! �(y) for all y 2 (G�0ÆF�)T .As � is a ontinuous p-morphism this means there is some x0 in (G�0 Æ F�)T suh thatx 3�! x0, but this is a ontradition.4.3.2 The Algebrai CategoriesThe diagram for the ategories of polymodal frames is as follows.PMFrm=L G�0 // PMFrm=K

PMFrm=IF� OO

Gr // PMFrm=JFsOO
(4.4)
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Proposition 31. This square ommutes exatly.Proof. Let (A;6; ( i ; i j i 2 I)) be an objet from PMFrm=I. We shall see what happensto this objet as it mapped along both paths around the square to PMFrm=K. As both Fand G preserve the underlying frame, our only onern will be the boxes and diamonds.Again the situation is (almost2) the same for both, so we shall only onsider the boxes.Given k 2 K there are two ases to be worked through | either there is some i 2 Isuh that r(i) = s(k) and so (i; k) 2 L or k does not form part of a pair in L. Supposethat a 2 A, then in the �rst ase the path Fs Æ Gr givesk a = sk a= î f i aj r(i) = s(k)g:The other path, G�0 Æ F�, givesk a = (̂i;k)f (i;k) aj �0(i; k) = kg= î f i aj r(i) = s(k)gand so the result is learly the same along either path.In the seond ase, where k is suh that there is no i 2 I suh that r(i) = s(k), wehave that s(k) =2 r(I) and so along the path Fs Æ Gr, k gives the default value of theempty meet to every a 2 A. Along the other path, G�0 ÆF�, the fat that k is not part ofa pair in L means that k is not in the image of �0 and so k again gives to eah a 2 Athe default value of the empty meet.This shows that the pullbak (4.2) lifts to a square of funtors (4.4) between theategories of polymodal frames whih ommutes exatly.

2Same exeption as mentioned in the previous footnote.29



Chapter 5Final ThoughtsThe �rst adjuntion (and its assoiated duality) of the report, presented in Chapter 2,provides a useful extension of the new approah to modal logi whih began with [2℄. Thefat that there is a fairly straightforward generalisation to polymodal languages meansthat there are now semanti models for a far wider lass of modal logis.In the onlusions of [2℄, Hilken mentions two important potential appliations totheoretial omputer siene: temporal logi based on the real numbers and dynamilogi based on Sott domains. He writes that,: : : the interpretation of propositions as opens sets enfores a natural \ob-servability" ondition on the logi. In the ase of temporal logi, it meansthat any proposition true at time t must be true over some open interval(t � Æ; t + Æ) ontaining t. In the ase of dynami logi, it means that anyproposition true of an in�nite omputation must beome true at some �nitestage in that omputation. This ombination of modal logi with observabilityonditions has great potential for appliation to domain theory, onurrenytheory, and many other areas of omputer siene.There are several areas in whih further work ould proeed from here. At the momentthe sets of labels themselves have no internal struture and the labelled omponentsoperate independently and in parallel. However, if the labelling sets did have somestruture of their own, then the labelled failities ould be fored to interat with eahother in potentially interesting ways. The re-indexing adjuntions presented here providean important �rst step towards developing a full dynami logi based on this style ofmodal logi. With this view, distint labels an be used to represent distint programsin an abstrat model of omputation in whih the points of the labelled-relational spaeorrespond to possible states of the mahine. An extension in this diretion would be to�nd out if the adjuntions of Chapter 3 an be generalised to the ase where the labellingsets have a simple programming language struture. This would develop rih models inwhih, on the spatial side, there may be relations whih inlude ompositions or iterationsof others.Another possibility is to onsider the onsequenes of equipping the labelling setswith a partial order. This way of struturing the labels would lead towards a more30



domain theoreti approah, whih would be potentially appliable to the semantis ofprogramming. This ould then be extended further to the ases where the index sets are(omplete) latties or quantales.Finally, further work ould look at other ways to index the labelled omponents andsee whether or not the indexing an be internalised to the appropriate ategories. Thetehniques desribed briey in Setion 1.2 might prove useful when the index sets areequipped with some of the strutures mentioned above.It is lear that the details of the relabelling onstrutions will have to develop toaommodate the additional struture plaed on the labels, but the adjuntions presentedin Chapter 3 provide a solid basis for the possible extensions mentioned above and forother further work in this area.
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